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biotic/abiotic acts as a coming together of different habitats – curated by Hanna Laura Kaljo and Lucy Lopez 

from the curatorial platform JupiterWoods in London, the project involves The Gallery Apart and the collection 

of the Nomas Foundation.  

 

The connectivity between the biotic (of living organisms) and abiotic (of chemical and physical conditions), 

leads us to explore the dissolution of the boundaries of nature and culture. Within this chosen division of 

biotic/abiotic, the exhibition begins to explore different, contradictory and overlapping strands: an intuitive 

use of language as interference into accepted narratives; the distortion of the human experience of time 

when set against geological phenomenon; the inadequacy of language in approaching matter.  

 

biotic/abiotic contains an articulated difference: between the work of artists with whom the curators have an 

ongoing working relationship, and works from the collection of the Nomas Foundation in Rome. The exhibition 

is concerned with the instability and connectivity at this interface.  
 

An online publication accompanies the exhibition, developing throughout its duration and including material 

by the artists and curator. This acts as a potential continuation of the exhibition space, contextualizing the 

propositions set out by the show. (biotic-abiotic.tumblr.com) 
 

 

biotic/abiotic agisce come incontro di habitat diversi. Curata da Hanna Laura Kaljo e Lucy Lopez, membri 

della piattaforma curatoriale JupiterWoods di Londra, il progetto coinvolge The Gallery Apart e la collezione 

Nomas Foundation. 

 

La connessione tra biotico (proprio degli organismi viventi) e abiotico (proprio di condizioni chimiche e 

fisiche), ci porta a esplorare la dissoluzione dei confini della natura e della cultura. All'interno di questa 

divisione particolare tra biotico e abiotico, la mostra esplora filoni diversi, contraddittori e sovrapposti: un uso 

intuitivo del linguaggio come interferenza rispetto a narrazioni accettate; la distorsione dell'esperienza umana 

del tempo quando contrapposta ad un particolare fenomeno geologico; l'inadeguatezza del linguaggio 

nell’approccio alla materia in oggetto. 

 

biotic/abiotic contiene una differenza articolata: tra le opere di artisti con cui i curatori hanno un rapporto di 

collaborazione continuativa e opere dalla collezione della Nomas Foundation. La mostra riguarda l'instabilità 

e la connessione in rapporto a questo confronto di opere. 
 

Una pubblicazione online accompagna la mostra per tutta la sua durata e comprende il materiale relativo sia 

agli artisti che al curatore. Essa funge da potenziale prosecuzione dello spazio espositivo,  contestualizzando le 

asserzioni proposte dalla mostra. (biotic-abiotic.tumblr.com) 
 

 

Un ringraziamento speciale a/special thanks to NOMAS FOUNDATION – Roma                                                 
e a/and to Salvatore Arancio, Chiara Camoni, Maria Loboda e Jacopo Miliani  
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EMILY JONES 

(b. 1987 UK, based in London) 

 

What happens actually happens when we breathe? it is very subtle. Air when it touches the earth. projections put onto the 

world. Orbiting at the right distance from the right type of star. ritual cognition. white camo. Eashoa Msheekha. The Principle 

of Superposition and Original Horizontality. Violet in human culture. legal habitats. (we are, we are, soldiers of the light) 

We Are Water is an ongoing project stemming from the twitter feed @_watertable. It has been shown as I want you to stay 

#homni for the Extinction Marathon at the Serpentine Galleries and as an altar polyptych in Ophelia at SIC, Helsinki with 

Jenna Sutela. 

Currently: First Water to Tripoli at JupiterWoods, previously Salt Lake City at Grove House, The Hudson River at Lima Zulu and 

Prayer for the Sonoran Desert at Life Gallery. Future The Draining of the Mesopotamian Marshes of Iraq display at The Swiss 

Church London. 

 

emilyjones.info 

@hydrothemerald 

 

 

KAREN KRAMER 

(b. 1979 New York, based in London) 

 

Is a research based artist, multidisciplinary designer and an avid field recordist. Recording has been a critical part of her 

more recent practice which incorporates objects, writing, sound and moving images. She moved to London in 2011 to 

complete her MFA at Goldsmiths University of London. Her most recent film installation ‘Limulus’ has been exhibited in several 

cities across Europe and in Japan. 

Some of her recent exhibitions include Actinium in Sapporo, Japan (July 2014); Started at Czech Galleries in Prague (June-

August 2014); Work By at 1333 Minna, San Francisco (2014); and TENDERFLIX film festival: Tenderpixel, London (2013). She has 

been an artist in residence at the Floating Island Gallery, London (November 2014-December 2014); S-AIR (Sapporo Artist in 

Residence) in Sapporo, Japan (July-August 2014); Startpoint Prize Emerging Artist Residency in Prague, Czech Republic 

(May-June 2014); and Joya: arte e ecología, Cortijada Los Gázquez, in Andalisia, Spain (2013). 

 

karenkramer.eu 

 

 

ANNA MIKKOLA 

(b. 1984 Finland, based in Berlin) 

 

Is a Berlin based artist, curator and designer. Her artistic practise deals with structures and ecologies by zooming into 

dichotomies between nature and culture as well as materiality and thought. She is a co-founder of curatorial platform 

V4ULT, through which she explores spatial boundaries and the outlines of assigned roles by imagining new forms of exhibiting 

and documenting artwork. Under V4ULT she also co-edited a publication 'a gesture waves us on, answering our own wave' 

that looks at interfaces in an expanded field. 

 

 

MATILDA TJÄDER 

(b. 1989 Sweden, based in Berlin) 

 

Is a Berlin based writer and curator. Currently undertaking her MA thesis on artistic uncertainty and speculations on a sixth 

sense, her research deals with the traces and consequences of aesthetic epistemology, as well as the interactions between 

the ecological/the bodily, sedimented history/future forecasts and knowledge/sensory experience. 

She is the co-founder of the gamified curatorial project Waves of Direction and from 2015 onwards she will be the co-curator 

of Stockholm based non-profit art space Minibar. 

 

 

ANDREA ZUCCHINI 

(b. 1987 Brescia, Italy, based in London) 

 

Juxtaposes geological, cosmological and psychic processes, exploring how they are intertwined and can be accessed 

through one another. He is currently studying at the MA Sculpture course at the Royal College of Art, London. He received 

his BA in Fine Art and History of Art from Goldsmiths University of London in 2013. His recent exhibitions and projects include 

Alchemical Studies, Tenderpixel, London (September 2014, a solo exhibition following a month long residency); Thank You, 

Jupiter Woods (2014); before breakfast we talked about the furthest possible point before it all disappeared, Tenderpixel, 

London; A Sense of Things, Zabludowicz Collection, London (both 2014); Woon Art Prize, Gallery North, Newcastle UK (2013); 

Gold in the Crucible, Hoxton Arches Gallery, London; trans:form, curated by Hanna Laura Kaljo, London (both 2012) and I 

Wish I Was a Circle, curated by Attilia Fattori Franchini, Alekano Club, London (2011). 

 

andreazucchini.co.uk 
  


